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Introduction

In vitro diagnostic assays are necessary for healthcare, food safety, and environmental monitoring applications. Antibodies are commonly used as the capture and reporter reagents to detect specific proteins in samples via noncovalent binding interactions. Unfortunately, antibodies have inherent drawbacks when considering use in an in vitro diagnostic format, including high costs and development time, limitations in physical properties such as thermostability, and genetic complexity that constrains the attachment of anchoring groups, labels, or other modifications to chemical conjugation methods.\(^1,^2\)

In recent years, many alternatives with improved qualities have been investigated, specifically those that can be engineered to bind to a target analyte. These include aptamers, DARPin, affibodies, anticalins, single-domain antibodies (sdAb), and Sso7d (comparison of properties in Table S1\(^†\)).\(^1,^4\) Many studies have proved antibody alternatives as promising entities for therapeutic applications;\(^5\) however, due to differing design criteria, additional studies must be conducted to establish their utility in in vitro diagnostics. Previous studies for diagnostic applications often used the alternate scaffold as the capture protein but used a reporter antibody\(^6,^9\) or a phage-displayed variant of the scaffold with a reporter antibody\(^9,^10\) to quantify target proteins in solution, or a biotinylated antigen to quantify capture efficiency and tolerance for thermal challenges.\(^11–13\) Soluble reporter proteins were investigated with sdAb by chemically conjugating biotins,\(^6\) genetically adding tags,\(^7,^14,^15\) or fusing the scaffold to a reporter enzyme.\(^14–16\) Although sdAb clones with high in vitro stability and excellent yields upon bacterial expression can be identified, these desirable properties are not universal, thus requiring additional screening during production of new clones. Therefore, the process for new binder development may be facilitated by using a scaffold with inherent thermostability and high expression levels in bacteria which could tolerate minor genetic mutations without significantly impacting these desirable properties.

The reduced-charged variant of Sso7d (rcSso7d)—a 7 kDa DNA-binding protein from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus—fulfills our design criteria for an antibody replacement protein due to its intrinsic stability (wild-type melting temperature of 98 °C; engineered variants
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\(^†\) This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported Licence.
retained their thermostability with melting temperatures >60 °C and generally >90 °C; facile and high-yield bacterial expression; isolated binding face that has demonstrated high-affinity binding to various target molecules; and ease of genetic modification (Table S1).\(^\text{4,9-13,17}\) Although studies have already demonstrated the use of rcSso7d as a soluble capture molecule,\(^\text{9,11-13}\) analogous studies have not yet been reported for the use of soluble rcSso7d as the reporter molecule. Further engineering is required to enable the protein to associate a detectable signal with the presence of a target antigen.

To this end, biotin is a versatile and popular choice for tagging the reporter protein. The wide availability of streptavidin-conjugates allows users to select from a variety of signal amplification methods, including fluorescence-based, chemiluminescence-based, colorimetric and electrochemical, using the biotin-labeled reporter protein as a universal reagent.\(^\text{18}\) We created several biotinylated rcSso7d constructs to compare signal intensities provided by each engineering approach, with fluorescent and colorimetric readouts as examples.

Here, we investigated two different methods of conjugating a biotin moiety to the rcSso7d: \textit{in vivo} biotinylation and \textit{in vitro} chemical biotinylation.\(^\text{19}\) After discovering issues of inaccessibility of biotin for binding by streptavidin with \textit{in vivo} biotinylation and reduced activity with \textit{in vitro} chemical conjugation, we studied the addition of a protein fusion partner, maltose-binding protein (MBP), as a remedy to these issues. Through this comparison of different protein constructs, we determined that an MBP-rcSso7d fusion protein conjugate yielded high signal output when used as the detection protein by increasing biotin accessibility while preserving target-binding activity and protein stability. We also demonstrated that the resulting soluble biotinylated rcSso7d proteins are effective in detecting immobilized antigen with different read-out methods, including fluorescence, enzymatic amplification, and polymerization-based amplification (PBA).

Results and discussion

This study used rcSso7d.TB (termed Sso.TB), which is an engineered rcSso7d clone selected to bind against a urine-based active-tuberculosis (TB) biomarker Rv1656, following a similar selection process as reported previously (see ESI).\(^\text{12,20}\) We constructed six variants of Sso.TB, as depicted in Fig. 1. Detail on the cloning procedure and genetic sequences can be found in the ESI.\(^\text{†}\) We coupled biotin moieties to the proteins either \textit{in vivo} biotinylation through the action of biotin ligase on a biotin acceptor (BA) peptide \textit{or} \textit{via} chemical biotinylation with sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (sulfo-NHS) ester crosslinking of biotin to primary amines (b\(_\text{r}\)). Although chemical biotinylation adds an additional processing step, the resulting multiple biotins per protein may further improve detectable signal through multivalency effects. To develop the simplest \textit{in vivo} biotinylated variants, we designed BA-Sso.TB (with N-terminal BA) and Sso.TB-BA (with C-terminal BA) to assess whether orientation affected accessibility of the biotin moiety for binding by streptavidin conjugates. For the simplest \textit{in vitro} chemical biotinylated variant, we designed a construct with just the binding protein for chemical biotinylation (Sso.TB-b\(_\text{r}\)). In addition to the simplest variants, we designed more complex constructs to improve the accessibility of the biotin label and prevent protein aggregation upon labelling. We introduced a flexible (G\(_\text{s}\)S\(_\text{2}\)) linker sequence (Link) between the BA and Sso.TB sequences —Sso.TB-Link-BA—as a C-terminal modification to enhance biotin accessibility. We also introduced a 42.5 kDa maltose-binding protein (MBP) fusion partner to produce MBP-Sso. TB-b\(_\text{r}\), and BA-MBP-Sso.TB. MBP was selected as the N-terminal fusion partner due to its documented positive effect on soluble expression yields.\(^\text{21,22}\) The larger protein mass also provides more primary amine sites for biotin conjugation (Table S4\(^\text{†}\)). All gene constructs featured an N-terminal hexahistidine tag (6x-His), enabling purification \textit{via} immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). Schematics of the developed gene constructs are included in Fig. 1.

We expressed all of the Sso.TB constructs in BL21(DE3) \textit{E. coli} and purified the proteins using IMAC columns as previously described and as detailed further in the ESI.\(^\text{†}\)\(^\text{11,12}\) We quantified the protein concentrations using a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay and visualized purified proteins \textit{via} SDS-PAGE to ensure product purity (Fig. 2).

We first conducted preliminary tests of the simplest variants (BA-Sso.TB, Sso.TB-BA, and Sso.TB-b\(_\text{r}\)) as the reporter protein to determine whether they would produce adequate signal without requiring further modifications. For these tests, we used TB antigen captured on oxidized cellulose strips and fluorescently labelled streptavidin (SA), \textit{via} the procedure outlined in ESI\(^\text{†}\) (schematic in Fig. S1). From these results,
BA-Sso.TB and Sso.TB-BA were insufficient in generating detectable signals (Fig. S2†). Sso.TB-b₂ resulted in reduced signal (Fig. S3†), suggesting either inefficient chemical biotinylation or that chemical biotinylation detrimentally impacted the binding activity of rcSso7d. These results motivated the investigation into the other protein constructs to improve detectable signal. We explored the performance of each variant by 1) characterizing their yields and biotin functionality and then 2) assessing the dual functionality of Sso.TB binding to TB antigen and signal association with the antigen-Sso.TB complex.

Quantifying the biotinylation efficiency of all BA variants revealed biotinylation efficiencies of approximately 60% or below (Table 1). To eliminate this variable, we further purified aliquots of each BA protein using a monomeric avidin column to selectively capture and elute the biotinylated sub-population. The purification yields are shown in Table 1. Almost all of the applied BA-Sso.TB and Sso.TB-BA proteins (~95%) flowed through the column rather than binding to the avidin (Table 1). This low purification yield suggests that fusing BA directly to Sso.TB results in biotin moieties that are inaccessible by avidin possibly due to incorporation of the hydrophobic biotins into the hydrophobic core of recSso7d—which would lead to low detectable signals as shown in Fig. S2.† The additional linker sequence between BA and Sso.TB did not significantly improve biotin accessibility, as evidenced by similarly low avidin column purification yields. However, the majority of the BA-MBP-Sso.TB bound to the avidin column, resulting in a higher purification yield (approximately 50%). Therefore, adding a larger, structured protein mass in between BA and Sso.TB improved biotin accessibility.

Quantifying product yield after chemical biotinylation of Sso.TB-b₂ indicated significant losses from the process (total product yield < 0.2% shown in Table 1, calculated by the total protein recovered over the total protein used for the conjugation reaction) by destabilizing the recSso7d protein and causing precipitation, possibly due to the hydrophobic biotin moieties disrupting the protein solvation shell. The soluble product yield of Sso.TB-b₂ was too low to quantify biotinylation efficiency. In order to investigate whether the addition of MBP improves stability after chemical biotinylation, we chemically biotinylated MBP-Sso.TB to produce MBP-Sso.TB-b₂. Product yield after chemical biotinylation was approximately 50% (Table 1), representing a >100-fold improvement on product yield compared to Sso.TB without MBP and confirming improved protein solubility. We then quantified the number of biotins per protein to verify MBP-Sso.TB-b₂ was biotinylated with an averaged 11 biotins per protein (Table 1).

To systematically compare how these different Sso.TB constructs perform as detection reagents, we captured TB antigens from solution using oxidized cellulose and assessed the viability of using the biotinylated Sso.TB variants and labelled SA to detect the antigens (Fig. 3A), following the same procedure as shown in Fig. S1.†

To assess the extent to which avidin column purification impacted performance of the protein variants, we tested both purification fractions of BA-Sso.TB and BA-MBP-Sso.TB (pre-avidin column purification with < 100% biotinylation efficiency or post-avidin column purification with ~100% biotinylation efficiency) in paper assays (Fig. 3B). Since only a portion of these pre-avidin column populations was biotinylated, the expected improvement from using 100% biotinylated protein population should reflect the relative increase in proportional biotinylation. For BA-Sso.TB, the
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**Fig. 2** SDS-PAGE of all purified recombinant proteins. The theoretical MW are 9.3 kDa (Sso.TB), 11.4 kDa (BA-Sso.TB and Sso.TB-BA), 12.2 kDa (Sso.TB-Link-BA), 50.5 kDa (MBP-Sso.TB), and 53.7 kDa (BA-MBP-Sso.TB). Each lane was loaded with >1.5 μg of protein to ensure protein purity. The above image is a combination of three gel images for comprehension purposes (original images in ESII).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Approx. biotins per protein</th>
<th>Approx. avidin column purification yield</th>
<th>Approx. chemical conjugation product yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sso.TB-b₂</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>&lt;0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA-Sso.TB</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sso.TB-BA</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sso.TB-Link-BA</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA-MBP-Sso.TB</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBP-Sso.TB-b₂</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Table 1** Biotin quantitation results, approximate yields from avidin column purification (calculated by the amount of protein bound and eluted from the column divided by the total amount of protein applied to the column), and approximate product yields from chemical conjugation (calculated by the total protein recovered divided by total protein used for reaction)
performance after avidin column purification was much higher than the theoretical increase from 35% to 100% biotinylation (Fig. 3C). This significant increase—about an order of magnitude increase in background subtracted mean fluorescence intensity (MFI)—may be attributed to the inaccessibility of biotins on BA-Sso.TB. Through avidin column purification, only the proteins with biotins that were accessible to avidin were collected; therefore, the post-avidin column purified populations reflected the proteins with accessible biotins while the pre-avidin column purified population contained mainly proteins with inaccessible biotins. These inaccessible biotins still contributed to the biotin measurements (see ESI†), resulting in a higher value than the actual amount of accessible biotins. For BA-MBP Sso.TB, the post-avidin column fraction demonstrated an increase in signal intensity as compared to the pre-avidin column population (Fig. 3C); this can be attributed to the increase in proportional biotinylation since this variant did not have biotin accessibility issues.

Since avidin column purification improved the performance of the BA-Sso.TB and BA-MBP Sso.TB variants, we compared the avidin-purified proteins against the other variants to investigate their overall performance (Fig. 3D). Sso.TB-Link-BA did not improve the signal output compared to Sso.TB-BA (Fig. S4†), supporting the results from avidin column purification that the linker sequence did not improve biotin accessibility. N-terminal BA-Sso.TB showed moderately higher signal than C-terminal Sso.TB-BA after avidin column purification due to the orientation of the N-terminus away from the binding face (Fig. S5†). Compared to BA-Sso.TB, BA-MBP Sso.TB demonstrated an increase in signal (Fig. 3E). This signal increase may be a result of the intrinsic improved accessibility of biotins on BA-MBP Sso.TB and also potentially diminished steric hindrance effects, which may have caused the smaller Sso.TB to dissociate from the TB antigen as a result of streptavidin binding. Furthermore, MBP-Sso.TB-b1 may be better suited for ease of production, where minimization of processing steps is the priority, BA-MBP Sso.TB resulted in an additional increase in performance compared to BA-MBP Sso.TB (Fig. 3E). This increase can be attributed to the increased biotin valency observed with the chemically biotinylated species, which allows more streptavidin-biotin pairs to form on a single complex. Additional controls were tested to verify specificity of binding to the TB antigen (Fig. S6 and S7†).

Through our binder engineering efforts, we were able to increase the detectable signal 17-fold between the simplest biotinylated variant (BA-Sso.TB) to the best-performing variant (MBP-Sso.TB-b1). This study also provides guidance for variants and processing techniques that may be used depending on the priorities of the system. For systems with antigen scarcity or low capture efficiency that require a greater degree of signal amplification, using the rcSso7d variant with the highest signal (MBP-Sso.TB-b1) may be optimal, even at the cost of additional processing steps and lower yields. For applications with adequate intrinsic sensitivity where minimization of processing steps is the priority, BA-MBP Sso.TB may be better suited for ease of production.

To extend our findings from fluorescence-based read-outs to colorimetric detection methods, we tested a variant with enzymatic amplification using HRP (horseradish peroxidase) and PBA.23 Similar to above, we captured TB antigen using oxidized cellulose strips and followed with BA-MBP Sso.TB, which was chosen as the variant with minimal post-
processing steps while still producing a high signal. In place of SA AF-647, either SA-HRP or SA-eosin were applied to the test surfaces and subsequent development steps were conducted, as shown in Fig. 4A. The resulting colorimetric responses were imaged (Fig. 4B). Both methods yielded visible color development compared to the negative samples lacking antigen, indicating that a naked-eye colorimetric response can be produced using Sso.TB as the detection reagent.

Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated that the rcSso7d binding scaffold can be applied as a detection reagent in paper-based formats. We found that the addition of structured fusion partners allows in vivo biotinylation of these species while maintaining biotin accessibility. An additional purification step with an avidin column can isolate those proteins with accessible biotins to further increase signal output. Chemical modification of the small rcSso7d proteins impacts their stability and activity, which can be mitigated with fusion partners like MBP. The multivalency afforded by chemical biotinylation also yields higher signal than monovalent biotinylation from in vivo biotinylation methods. rcSso7d can be used as the reporter protein in conjunction with colorimetric amplification methods to distinguish between the presence or lack of the target antigen.

Improving the detectable signal output with rcSso7d as the detection protein is another step towards using rcSso7d in place of antibodies to detect target antigens. This format could feasibly be used in an indirect ELISA format by capturing all relevant proteins from a solution onto a membrane and using a biotinylated rcSso7d variant to detect the presence of the target proteins. Future studies will involve the incorporation of rcSso7d into a clinically relevant indirect or sandwich ELISA format, using this scaffold as both the capture and detection reagent to demonstrate this species’ applicability in a variety of diagnostic formats.
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